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Retail Loss Prevention Forums

ORIS Forums is proud to bring the

2nd Annual Retail Loss Prevention

Forum Risk Summit to its members

from across all 9 forums.  

Since the event in May 2012,

a number of retailers have joined

existing forums and 4 further

forums have been established: 

Supermarket & Grocery,

Speciality, Online & Mail Order

and Health & Safety in May 2013,

extending the retailer network

to more than 80 heads of

Loss Prevention and,

most recently,

Health & Safety Managers.

Fashion

Health, Beauty & Pharmacy

Cafe, Dining & Hospitality

DIY & Building Trade

Technology, Electronics & Office

Supermarket & Grocery

Online & Mail Order

Speciality

Health and Safety
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10:00 Arrival and Coffee

10:30 Welcome
Sally Kee
Head of Partner & Profit Protection, Starbucks
Chair, Dining and Hospitality Forum

10:45 Maintaining Confidence in Currency: the risk of counterfeit notes
Victoria Cleland
Head of Notes Division, The Bank of England

11:05 Shopping Centre Collaboration: Working with Retailers to Manage Risk
Helen Drury
Policy and Engagement, British Council of Shopping Centres

11:25 Coffee and Networking

12:00 British Crime Sentencing: Engaging with the Sentencing Council
Michelle Crotty
Head of Office, Sentencing Advisory Council

12:20 The Digital Shoplifter
Ann-Marie Martin
Loss Prevention Manager, Office Depot

Lucy Phillips
Loss Prevention Analyst, Office Depot

12:50 Substance Detection Dogs Demonstration
Global Support Services

13:15 Lunch and Networking

14:15 Round table discussions:
Stock Availability, Logistics & Supply Chain
Developing the role of the LP Professional
Preparing for the future
Open discussion

16:30 Closing address and entry to Thorpe Park

18:00 Exclusive use of The Swarm rollercoaster until 19:00

20:00 Park closes

Agenda

RISK
SUMMIT
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Connexion2 is a leading provider of lone worker security

products and solutions. The company manufacture the

award-winning Identicom lone worker device, which is the

most widely-used dedicated device in the UK and retains

Police approval through ACPO's Secured By Design award.

The company also supply Identicom Mobile, a lone worker

themed application for smartphones, available on Android,

BlackBerry, iPhone and Windows Mobile.

Stephen Lawrence

Stephen.lawrence@connexion2.com 

0844 856 6606

www.connexion2.com

EVENT SPONSORS
Thank you for making the Risk Summit possible

Experian Identity and Fraud help retailers to prevent

fraud and manage risk. Our solutions cover ID verification,

bank and card validation, document checking and a risk

engine service that will help you:

• Increase opportunities to expand

your business internationally

• Reduce chargebacks, increase match rates

and minimise false positives

• Improve customer experience 

• Access a vast database of

known and suspected fraud.

Julie Tomlinson

julie.tomlinson@experian.com

01788 554800

www.experian.co.uk/identity-and-fraud

TAG has over 10 years experience working with some of World’s leading retailers. TAG is trusted to

provide EAS and RFID product protection solutions for merchandise such as clothing, alcohol, CDs and

DVDs, and highly desirable health and beauty products to help improve shrinkage and drive profitability.

Our comprehensive portfolio of solutions, including the patented Self Seal Tag and Wrap range of

products, has now been enhanced to include RFID chips to provide retailers with enhanced product

protection throughout the supply chain.

Jon Marchese

jon.marchese@tagcompany.com 

07793 475279

www.tagcompany.com
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EVENT SPONSORS
Thank you for making the Risk Summit possible

GSS provide specialist security services. Supporting the UK’s

largest brands, they are divided into three divisions: Canine,

Close Protection and Surveillance/ Investigations. GSS are the

preferred supplier of these services to VSG, Securitas and MITIE.

GSS will be exhibiting their canine capabilities today,

demonstrating the skills of one of their meat and dairy dogs

whilst encouraging visitor interaction with a drugs detection dog. 

The objective of GSS’ appearance at the event is to edify visitors

to the potential uses of dogs, their impact on bottom line and the

results they have had with numerous heads of loss prevention in

the UK to date.

Daniel Mailly

Daniel.mailly@global-support.org 

0151 207 8500

www.global-support.org

the Company that Counts

Orridge is one of the UK’s leading retail

stocktaking businesses offering specialist

services.

Founded in 1846, Orridge initially serviced the

pharmacy sector, a century later it expanded

into other sectors such as Retail, Supermarkets,

Supply Chain and Warehouse and Distribution.

Orridge offers an identical service in mainland

Europe and is increasingly developing into an

international brand; this is mostly due to an

increasing need from its clients.

As many retailers expand their operations

throughout Europe, Orridge ensures support

is provided by delivering continuity of service

wherever it is required.

The core aim is to act as an extension of

the clients business, seamlessly interfacing

‘Orridge Reporting’ with their systems and

providing a bespoke solution to each customer.

Orridge is a member of Christie Group plc.

Sian Hind

sian.hind@orridge.co.uk

01279 775600

www.orridge.eu
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The Cardinal Group is a leading provider of products, services and business solutions that help combat

‘total loss’. Brands that form part of the Cardinal Group of Companies support and enable organisations

to increase business efficiency and improve bottom line profitability by helping them understand known

and unknown losses and offering solutions that minimise those losses and improve service.

The Cardinal Group’s unique, forward-thinking approach provides a complementary mix of traditional

and next-generation tools that can be introduced as and when business needs dictate.

Kerinda Ibbotson

Kerinda.ibbotson@thecardinalgroup.co.uk

07818 013200

www.thecardinalgroup.co.uk 

Intrepid supply, install and maintain integrated security

and retail ops systems into retail, distribution and library

throughout the UK and Ireland, together with associated

products. As an independent, we have exclusive

partnerships with a wide and varied range of companies,

supplying and providing innovative systems and

specialist technical support for EAS, CCTV and Access

control: as well as fully integrated People Counting

Solutions, SmartTrack travelling CCTV, Quail Digital Team

Communication and RF Keeper – an off the shelf Plug and

Play RFID System for advanced stock control, security

and retail benefits. 

Paul Newbury

p.newbury@intrepidsecurity.com 

07921 471081

www.intrepidsecurity.com

Kings Security already protects a great many of the high

street’s favourite names, nationwide. Our clients tell us

that they trust us to protect their people, their premises,

their stock - and their reputations - for a variety of reasons.

We work in complete partnership with our clients to ensure

we understand their challenges, designing and delivering

a service that proves to be innovative, responsive, and

attentive – and that always meets all of their needs.

A complete solution

All of our electronic systems are complemented by

Kings’ guarding, store detective, keyholder and

intelligence. We can also provide physical security

in the form of gates, turnstiles, barriers and fencing.

Emma Harris

Emma@kingsltd.co.uk

01274 377500

www.kingsltd.co.uk

EVENT SPONSORS
Thank you for making the Risk Summit possible
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Amberstone Technology is a leading supplier within

the Electronic Security Systems and Solutions sector,

developing and providing innovative and sustainable

solutions to secure, protect and add value.

Amberstone serves some of the most demanding sectors

including Retail and Supply Chain, Public, Leisure and

Casinos and Commercial.

Working in close collaboration with our best-in-class

partners we deliver a value-added service that is unique

in the marketplace, and a customer experience difficult

to find elsewhere.

Sustainability and the environment are important to us

and we are proud to be a Carbon Neutral organisation,

working with one of the country’s leading carbon offset

businesses.

Matt Allen

matt.allen@amberstone.co.uk

07815 594910

www.amberstone.co.uk

EVENT SPONSORS
Thank you for making the Risk Summit possible

Gunnebo is a leading provider of efficient and innovative

security solutions and services to customers around the globe.

It employs 5700 people in 32 countries across Europe, Asia,

Africa, Australia and the Americas, and has a turnover of £580m.

Gunnebo focuses its offering on Retail and Bank Security,

Cash Handling, Secure Storage, Global Services and

Entrance Control.

Gunnebo delivers security solutions to create a safer world

today and for the future. We have the experience, business

knowledge and global presence necessary to offer solutions

and services which will provide the best possible security

for you, your employees and your customers.

Gunnebo – we make your world safer.

Neil Delaney

neil.delaney@gunnebo.com

07584 392142

www.gunnebo.co.uk
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Forums launching in 2013 include

Charity

NHS

Logistics

Operations

Hotels

Automotive 

Representing

� Over 80 major retailers 

� 9 retail sectors

� 30,000 stores

� £200 billion sales

Retail Loss Prevention Forums
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